
Building Regulations Part L 2010

FAQ Sheet

Every home must be divided into at least two heating zones. 
Living and sleeping areas (zones) must be controlled at different temperatures by means of a thermostat. 
In larger homes, these zones must also be controlled at different times.

Every home must be divided into at least two heating zones, using a thermostat controlling a motorised valve. 
If the house is smaller (less than 150m2), then these can be controlled by the same timer.
If the house is larger (more than 150m2), then each zone must be controlled by its own timer.
Every radiator should be fitted with a radiator thermostat, unless it is the reference radiator for a thermostat  
(i.e. the radiator where the room thermostat is fitted).

All heating zones are required to be under the control of a room thermostat and motorised valve, with 
radiator thermostats fitted to all radiators (except the reference radiator).
This is a new requirement for all homes where the Building Regulations are applied.

The heating must be divided into two heating zones under separate temperature control for homes with a floor 
area less than 150m2. This means the same time programme can be used for both zones, but separate room 
thermostats and motorised valves are required for flow control.

For homes with a floor area greater than 150m2, full time and temperature zone control is required.
In all instances, a room thermostat can be replaced by a programmable room thermostat.
An automatic bypass valve must be fitted.

This FAQ sheet is for guidance only and at the time of production represented the latest information available to Honeywell from various sources. Honeywell
reserves the right at any time and without notice to change any product, specification or any other information contained in this publication and cannot 
accept any responsibility for loss or damage arising out of any errors that may inadvertently be contained herein.
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When do the new Part L regulations come into effect?
The new Part L comes into effect from 1st October 2010.
There is a new Domestic Building Services Compliance Guide that gives details of what is required. The main 
requirements for Boiler Interlock and time and temperature control are unchanged. 

What is new in Part L 2010 Building Regulations?

What does this mean I need to do?

How do I wire in the system?

Smaller than 150m2 Larger than 150m2

Two temperature zones & independent hot water Three independent zones
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Minimum Standard of control
• Timer for heating and hot water with independent times
• A room thermostat for the living zone
• A room thermostat for the sleeping zone
• Two motorised zone valves 
• A cylinder thermostat
• A hot water motorised zone valve 
• An automatic bypass valve 
• Radiator thermostats on all radiators

What control options are there?

For homes smaller than 150m2 floor area

A standard programmer  ST9400
2 room thermostats T6360
2 heating zone valves V4043
1 cylinder thermostat L641
1 hot water zone valve V4043
Radiator thermostats VT117, VT200
Automatic bypass valve DU144

Both heating control thermostats are connected to 
the same time control. The hot water is controlled 
by the independent HW channel of the programmer. 
S Plan+ with common heating times.

Programmable room thermostats can be used for 
control of the motorised valve for each heating zone.

Wireless controls reduce the amount of intrusion, 
mess and disruption created when installing.

If upgrading or altering a heating system and wishing 
to avoid unnecessary disturbance, wireless radiator 
thermostats such as HR80UK can be used to form 
additional zones with Boiler Interlock, using the 
existing unaltered pipework.

For homes larger than 150m2 floor area

A twin zone programmer  ST9500
2 room thermostats T6360
2 heating zone valves V4043
A timeswitch for hot water  ST9100
1 cylinder thermostat L641
1 hot water zone valve V4043
Radiator thermostats VT117, VT200
Automatic bypass valve DU145

Each heating or hot water thermostat is under 
independent time control.
S Plan+ with independent times for all zones.

Programmable room thermostats can be used for control 
of the motorised valve for each heating zone.

Wireless controls reduce the amount of intrusion, mess 
and disruption created when installing.

If upgrading or altering a heating system and wishing to 
avoid unnecessary disturbance, wireless radiator 
thermostats such as HR80UK can be used to form 
additional zones  with Boiler Interlock, using the existing 
unaltered pipework.

There is no limit to the number of radiators controlled in a 
wireless radiator thermostat zone using HR80UK.

When do Building Regulations apply?

• Every time a home is built
• Every time a home has an extension or change of use
• Every time ‘significant works’ are carried out on a controlled service (i.e. the heating system)
• Simple boiler servicing is exempt from this, but the recommendation is made that radiator thermostats should 
be fitted whilst the system is drained down


